
 

 

Need to get your business more sorted? 

apps every tradie should have in 

their toolbox. 

WARD OFF INJURIES
AND MINIMIZE WORKPLACE RISKS

Meet the operational 
requirements of builders

Carry out site a risk
assessment on construction site

Keep electrical test and
and tag records with dates

Maintain plant and equipment
records with dates

Generate email & SMS alerts 
in the event of an incident
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EZYSafety increases the efficiency of EZY network 
by allowing the principal contractors to keep track 
of ongoingwork health and safety compliance by 
their subcontractors.

EZYSafety gives the necessary tools, information 
services and alerts needed to analyze and convey 
site risks to workers, subcontractors and their 
principal contractors. EZYSafety allows builders 
and subcontractors to completely act in accordance 
with the Construction work code of practice for 
construction and maintain the standards of health, 
safety and welfare required under work health and 
safety regulations in each State.
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KEY FEATURES

Risk

Ability to submit Site Risk Rules, Site Risk Assessment 
and Site Audit in real time.

Compliance

Ability to store all Compliance documents in a 
centralized repository which is accessible from the 
mobile app.

Induction

Ability to perform on-board Induction from the 
mobile app.

Empowerment

Ability to manage Risk Assessment Questions from
the Cloud based admin panel. Allow user-defined Folder
and sequence to view the document

Communication

Ability to send Alerts from the Cloud based admin 
panel straight to the mobile app. Email notification 
received upon Passed/Failed assessment
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KEY STATISTICS

Live since September 2020 Zero down time since
go-live

Total of 5,525+ 
assessments submitted 

since go-live

Total of 170+ users 
are using the system

Total of 102+ documents 
uploaded since go-live

24/7 support of 
priority issues 
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WEB APPLICATION
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MOBILE APPLICATION
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Any questions? Feel free to reach out!

NEW YORK

+1-914-644-0019

info@ezyapps.net

LONDON

+44 7932 767303

info@ezyapps.net

SYDNEY

+61 4 0206 0799

info@ezyapps.net

KARACHI

Office # 409, 410, 
4th Floor,Rim Jhim 
Centre, Block # 6, 
Gulshan-e-Iqbal,
Karachi, Pakistan.

 
    +92 213 480 0019
    +92 300 922 2328
www.ezyapps.net
info@ezyapps.net


